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Introduction

✦ Motivated by analogy between entanglement entropy and Bekenstein-
Hawking formula. 

✦ Derived by invoking the basic entry in the AdS/CFT dictionary: mapping of 
boundary and bulk path integrals and evaluate the latter in the semiclassical 
saddle point approximation. 

✦  Derivation makes clear how the bulk gravity dynamics picks out the minimal 
surface prescription. 

✦ Gives us insight into stringy/quantum corrections. 

✦ Relates nicely bulk and boundary relative entropies. 

The holographic entanglement entropy prescription of Ryu-Takayanagi 
relates geometric data in the bulk with quantum features on the boundary

Lewkowycz, Maldacena ‘13

Faulkner, Lewkowycz, Maldacena ‘ 13;   Jafferis, Lewkowycz, Maldacena, Suh ‘16

Ryu, Takayanagi ‘06



Covariant Holographic Entanglement Entropy
✦ Given the boundary region      the prescription to compute entanglement 

holographically involves finding a bulk extremal surface        which is anchored 
on         and is homologous to     .

A

@A A
EA

truncates to that of Einstein gravity, possibly coupled to matter which we will assume

satisfies the null energy condition.

The dynamics of the QFT on B is described by classical gravitational dynamics

on a bulk asymptotically locally AdS spacetime M with conformal boundary B, the
spacetime where the field theory lives. We define M̃ := M [ B. M̃ is endowed with a

metric g̃
ab

which is related by a Weyl transformation to the physical metric g
ab

on M,

g̃
ab

= ⌦2g
ab

, where ⌦ ! 0 on B.9 Causal domains on M̃ will be denoted with a tilde to

distinguish them from their boundary counterparts, e.g., J̃±(p) will denote the causal

future and past of a point p in M̃ and D̃[R] will denote the domain of dependence of

some set R ⇢ M̃.

It will also be useful to introduce a compact notation to indicate when two points

p and q are spacelike-separated; for this we adopt the notation ⇣, i.e.

p ⇣ q , @ a causal curve between p and q. (2.2)

Moreover, to denote regions that are spacelike separated from a point, we will use S(p)
and S̃(p) in the boundary and bulk respectively,

S(p) := {q | p ⇣ q} =
�
J+(p) [ J�(p)

�
c

and S̃(p) :=
⇣
J̃+(p) [ J̃�(p)

⌘
c

.

(2.3)

Just as for other causal sets, we can extend these definitions to any region R, namely

S[R] := \
p2RS(p) is the set of points which are causally disconnected from the entire

region R, etc.

Having established our notation for general causal relations, let us now specify the

notation relevant for holographic entanglement entropy. As before we will fix a region

A on the boundary. The HRT proposal [3] states that the entanglement entropy SA is

holographically computed by the area of a bulk codimension-two extremal surface EA
that is anchored on @A; specifically,

SA =
Area(EA)
4G

N

. (2.4)

In the static (RT) case, it is known that the extremal surface is required to be homol-

ogous to A, meaning that there exists a bulk region RA such that @RA = A [ EA.
So far, it has not been entirely clear what the correct covariant generalization of this

condition is. In particular, should it merely be a topological condition, or should one

impose geometrical or causal requirements on RA, for example, that it be spacelike?

(A critical discussion of the issues involved can be found in [32].) In this paper, we

9 These are necessary but not su�cient conditions for the spacetime to be asymptotically AdS.

– 9 –

✦ The extremal surface        is a codimension-2 surface in the bulk 
asymptotically AdS spacetime       (nb:                  )   

EA
M @M = B

✦ Motivated by using bulk covariance as a guiding principle. 

✦ Covariance does not pick out a unique prescription, but supplemented 
with intuition arising from covariant entropy bounds we land on the 
extremal surface prescription. 

✦ Various consistency checks; an attempt at a derivation using Lorentzian 
AdS/CFT.

Hubeny, MR, Takayanagi ‘07



Entanglement in QFT

✦ Consider a QFT in a density matrix, living on a background      which is 
globally hyperbolic spacetime with a nice time foliation (Cauchy slices     ). 

✦      is a subregion of the Cauchy slice, with an entangling surface        .

⌃

A @A

A
@A

⌃

Ac

⇢A
reduced density 
matrix

SA = �Tr (⇢A log ⇢A)

B



Causality and Entanglement

✦ Entanglement entropy in QFT is a wedge observable.

✦ The entanglement entropy can only be influenced by changing conditions 
in the past domain             .

AD+[A]

D�[A]

D[A] = D+[A] [D�[A]

D[A]D[Ac]

J+[@A]

J�[@A]

J�[@A]



Implementing causality in the path integral

✦ The real time path integral which is cognizant of the causality constraints 
invokes the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.



Implementing causality in the path integral

✦ The real time path integral which is cognizant of the causality constraints 
invokes the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.

To appreciate this point let us first ask what is involved in computing the matrix element

of a time dependent density matrix ⇢A(t). Let us first start with the entire system and

construct the density matrix (which may be pure) on A [ Ac at time t. Consider the pure

case ⇢ =| ih | for simplicity (if it is mixed, we can always purify it). Since a density matrix

⇢ is an operator on the Hilbert space, we are required to evolve both the state vector and its

dual from the initial state up to the time of interest ⇢(t) = Ut,�1 ⇢i U�1,t, with Ut1,t2 being

the unitary operator that evolves the state forward from time t2 to t1, and ⇢i being the initial

state prepared in some manner at t = �14. As has been appreciated by many authors in

the past, from a path integral perspective, one is necessarily led to doubling the degrees of

freedom [15–17].

Fig. 1: A schematic representation of the Schwinger-Keldysh contours necessary for the computation of

the (a) density matrix and (b) its powers. We have explicitly shown the computation of ⇢3
in (b).

The dots and lines in red correspond to an entangled initial state prepared in some manner. This

picture does not carry the spatial information necessary to ascertain the reduced density matrices

themselves, which is better understood from Figs. 3. Note that in contrast to the usual depiction

of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour we will draw time running vertically. fig:sk0

So we start with two copies of the field theory and construct the instantaneous density

matrix ⇢(t), see Fig. 1. Having done so we need to trace out the part of the system corre-

sponding to Ac. Since ⇢A is a wedge observable [18] (see also [12]), it cannot depend on which

Cauchy slice we pick in the domain of dependence of the chosen region D[A]. In particular,

we can think of tracing out Ac as setting boundary conditions on the past of A’s domain

of dependence. Our choice of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour then allows us to immediately

compute the matrix elements of ⇢A – see Fig. 3 for a schematic representation of this con-

struction (which will be explained in §2). Once we have the matrix element of ⇢A, we simply

string together q copies together cyclically. This is e�ciently done in the path integral con-

4Note that it is not essential that the initial state ⇢i is prepared at t = �1; it could well be prepared at

some finite ti (e.g. by a Euclidean path integral). However in the following discussions we will set ti to �1
for linguistic simplicity.
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✦ We compute the matrix elements of the 
total density matrix at a given time by 
evolving forward from the initial state, to 
the instant of interest and thence retrace 
our footsteps to the far past. 

✦ This ensures that sources inserted in the 
future do not affect the operator of interest. 

✦ The forward and backward evolutions are 
glued together on some Cauchy slice      . ⌃t
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Implementing causality in the path integral

✦ The real time path integral which is cognizant of the causality constraints 
invokes the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.

⇢ =| ih |! e�iHt | ih | eiHt

t

A

@A

A
@AAc

Ac

⌃t⌃t

⌧ + 2⇡i

⌧
⌧ + ⇡i

t

✦ We compute the matrix elements of the 
total density matrix at a given time by 
evolving forward from the initial state, to 
the instant of interest and thence retrace 
our footsteps to the far past. 

✦ This ensures that sources inserted in the 
future do not affect the operator of interest. 

✦ The forward and backward evolutions are 
glued together on some Cauchy slice      . ⌃t



The reduced density matrix elements

t

A

@A

A
@AAc

Ac

⌃t⌃t

⌧ + 2⇡i

⌧
⌧ + ⇡i

t

✦ This general prescription can be minimally modified to obtain the reduced 
density matrix elements.

✦ We cut open the path integral along the 
region     on the Cauchy slice      .   

✦ Imposing suitable boundary conditions in 
the future/past segments leads to the 
matrix elements of the reduced density 
matrix             .    

A ⌃t

(⇢A)±

✦ Knowing the reduced density matrix elements we can then attempt to 
compute the von Neumann entropy by the replica trick.



Local Rindler structure

t

A

@A

A
@AAc

Ac

⌃t⌃t

⌧ + 2⇡i

⌧
⌧ + ⇡i

t

✦ In what follows, it will be useful to pay attention to the local geometry near 
the entangling surface.

✦ We can adapt local Rindler like coordinates in the neighbourhood, which 
also allows for a suitable complexification. 



Out-of-time-ordered Schwinger-Keldysh

✦ To compute powers of the reduced density matrix we need a slight 
generalization of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour. 

✦ Consider computing not time-ordered, but out-of-time ordered correlators. 

✦ These can be generated by suitably stringing together Schwinger-Keldysh 
contours, with multiple switchbacks or timefolds.
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So we start with two copies of the field theory and construct the instantaneous density

matrix ⇢(t), see Fig. 1. Having done so we need to trace out the part of the system corre-

sponding to Ac. Since ⇢A is a wedge observable [18] (see also [12]), it cannot depend on which

Cauchy slice we pick in the domain of dependence of the chosen region D[A]. In particular,

we can think of tracing out Ac as setting boundary conditions on the past of A’s domain

of dependence. Our choice of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour then allows us to immediately

compute the matrix elements of ⇢A – see Fig. 3 for a schematic representation of this con-

struction (which will be explained in §2). Once we have the matrix element of ⇢A, we simply

string together q copies together cyclically. This is e�ciently done in the path integral con-

4Note that it is not essential that the initial state ⇢i is prepared at t = �1; it could well be prepared at

some finite ti (e.g. by a Euclidean path integral). However in the following discussions we will set ti to �1
for linguistic simplicity.
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✦ For instance computing a three-fold out-of-
time ordered correlation function will 
involve some contour of the form: 



Replicated reduced density matrix

@A

@A

@A

⌧1

⌧2

⌧3

⌧3 + 2⇡i

⌧2 + 2⇡i

⌧1 + 2⇡i

✦ In this timefold picture we can straightforwardly compute powers of the 
reduced density matrix.  

✦ We string together copies of the path integral with the pieces identified 
cyclically as required for multiplying out the matrix elements

Zq symmetric gluing conditions



From replicas to entanglement

✦ Our aim is to compute the Renyi entropies and then analytically continue to 
obtain the von Neumann entropy

• m = 3: When ⌧ = ⌧A + i3⇡2 we are in the Milne wedge again J�[@A], but this time on

the forward segment of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour.

• m = 4: This corresponds to ⌧A > 0 and coodinatizes the region D�[A] in the forward

part of the contour. This is the right Rindler wedge again, but on the backward part

of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour and we impose boundary conditions �� at A.

It will be crucial to remember that when we compute Tr(⇢A) we glue the m = 0 domain

with the m = 4 domain along A. What this amounts to is a prescription for the identification

⌧0�

A = ⌧0+

A in the path integral computing the trace of the reduced density matrix, since we

want to think of the backward/forward parts of the right wedge as being parametrized by a

unique coordinate. We identify ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡i. This is the geometric encoding of the statement

of @A being locally flat. One can equivalently phrase this by invoking the standard Rindler

interpretation of a local accelerated observer seeing a temperature 1
2⇡ ; cf., Fig. 4.

t

A

@A

A
@AAc

Ac

⌃t⌃t

⌧ + 2⇡i

⌧
⌧ + ⇡i

t

Fig. 4: Local Rindler coordinates that we will use to describe the geometric construction of ⇢A. We have

focused on the neighbourhood of the entangling surface and indicated the causal domains and

coordinates used therein (see text for details). fig:rindler

The local geometry near @A for more complicated geometries is similar; all that we require

is that the normal bundle to @A admits Lorentzian sections. In an open neighbourhood of the

zero section i.e., at @A we can use the Rindler coordinates described above, which provides a

convenient way to keep track of the properties of the replicated geometry.

2.3 Products of reduced density matrix and Rényi entropies
sec:

At the end of the day, the reduced density matrix is a means for us to compute the entangle-

ment entropy via the replica trick. We recall the basic definitions:

SA = �TrA (⇢A log ⇢A) = lim
q!1

S
(q)
A ,

S
(q)
A =

1

1 � q
log TrA(⇢A)q .

(2.5) eq:vnren
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✦ It is useful to consider a particular auxiliary quantity related to the Renyi 
entropies, which will turn out to have a clean geometric avatar.

Dong ‘16

di↵erent time coordinates, tI , for each I 2 {1, · · · , q}, it is useful to invoke the ⌧ coordinate

inspired by the Rindler construction. Passing from tI ! ⌧I in each copy of the density

matrix as described around (2.4), the gluing involves identifying ⌧J = ⌧J�1 + 2⇡i along A.

We now introduce a single coordinate ⌧ with an imaginary part supplied to take care of this

identification. Consider ⌧ = ⌧A + m⇡
2 i where now m = 0, 1 · · · , 4q. This coordinate naturally

allows for interpolation from ⌧1 ! ⌧2 ! · · · ⌧q ! ⌧1; the last identification ensures that we

take the trace. What this implies is that ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡i q is the correct identification for this

coordinate along A to ensure that the density matrices are multiplied in the right cyclic order.

A pictorial depiction of this statement is presented in Fig. 5. This statement is the Lorentzian

analogue of the monodromy acquired by traversing sections of the normal bundle across @A.

While a priori the choice of coordinates is just a matter of convenience, the ⌧ coordinates

allow for a simple statement of the boundary conditions in the QFT. They should be seen as a

useful book-keeping device for the identifications between the di↵erent replicas. In particular,

one is not performing any analytic continuation of the field theory data to complex times, as

can be inferred by working directly with the Minkowski chart using {xJ , tJ} for each copy of

the reduced density matrix.

The periodicity in ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡i q is a statement about the gluing conditions in the

Schwinger-Keldysh path integral contour constructed above. The field theory path inte-

gral is done over the 4q temporal domains, which are conveniently encapsulated by the single

⌧ coordinate. We would like to reiterate what it means for fields to be periodic in ⌧ with

period 2⇡iq. In the QFT path integral we integrate over all allowed field configurations.

The ⌧ domain of QFT fields consists of 4q disconnected horizontal lines in the complex ⌧

plane, each with imaginary part i⇡2m, m = 0, 1, · · · , 4q � 1. We then impose boundary con-

ditions at the asymptotic infinities of these horizontal lines. It is easiest to do this in the

language of asymptotically incoming/outgoing modes. The coe�cients of these mode must

match between ⌧ = m⇡i + 1 and ⌧ = (m + 1
2)⇡i + 1, and between ⌧ = (m + 1

2)⇡i � 1 and

⌧ = (m + 1)⇡i � 1, for all m = 0, 1, · · · , 2q � 1. Note that in saying this, we are identifying

⌧ = 2⇡iq � 1 with ⌧ = �1 – this is what we mean by the periodicity ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡iq. To

recap: we are gluing q copies of the reduced density matrix, with regions A identified across

the copies. This can be just as well stated in the {xJ , tJ} coordinates, but the ⌧ coordinate

is more useful for delineating the analogous boundary conditions in gravity. [to clean up] [I

now think this is ok?]

While the general focus here is on the computation of the Rényi entropies themselves,

it will transpire that the gravitational computation is nicer for the derivative of the Rényi

entropy with respect to its index. Define thus a related quantity:

S̃
(q)
A = �q2 @q


1

q
log TrA(⇢A)q

�
(2.6) eq:renyiqder

In writing this expression we have already assumed that we can analytically continue the

Rényi entropies away from the integer values of the index q. To our knowledge, this object

has not been considered before in the quantum information literature, but it is rather natural.
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Time reflection symmetric case

✦ If the quantum state is at a moment of time symmetry, then we can eschew 
various complications of the Schwinger-Keldysh construction. 

✦ Essentially we unwrap the switchbacks and work with regular path integral 
contours; cutting them open to obtain            which may then be glued 
together cyclically. 

✦ Useful to view this Euclidean path integral in terms of QFT on a new 
background: q-fold branched cover of the original background, branched at 
the entangling surface.

(⇢A)±



Review: Lewkowycz-Maldacena

✦ AdS/CFT relates holographic field theories on some background      to a 
gravitational theory on a bulk spacetime       subject to boundary conditions 
which demand that                 .    

✦ The bulk spacetime can be obtained in the semiclassical limit using a saddle 
point solution of the quantum gravity path integral.  

✦  The branched cover construction gives us a boundary manifold        which 
we use as boundary conditions to determine         . 

✦ This sets up the gravitational problem. Our job is to find the appropriate 
solution, determine the boundary partition function, which is related to the 
on-shell action, and thence analytically continue. 

✦ LM argue that the analytic continuation is simpler in gravity and employ it to 
directly derive the RT prescription.

B
M

@M = B

Bq

Mq



LM: Kinematics

A@A

r

⌧

B

eq

M̂q

✦ Assume bulk saddles are replica 
symmetric and construct the orbifold 

Let us now set up a bulk coordinate chart. First, consider a codimension-2 surface in the

original spacetime M. We pick coordinates adapted to the surface: yi with i = 1, 2, · · · , d�1

parameterize tangential directions, while the normal directions are coordinatized by x, tE.

Expanding the metric in a derivative expansion around the surface, we have

ds2
E

= dx2 + dt2E +
�
�ij + 2 Kx

ij x + 2 Kt
ij tE

�
dyi dyj + · · · . (3.1) eq:lm0

We have retained only the leading terms in the Taylor expansion about the surface located at

x = 0, tE = 0. One can equivalently parameterize the normal directions in polar coordinates

x ± i tE = r e±i ⌧ , where ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡ for regularity.16

If we introduce such local coordinates in the vicinity of eq as in (3.1), then the replica

symmetry implies that the action is invariant with respect to a global shift of the polar

coordinate in the normal plane ⌧ , viz., ⌧ ! ⌧ +2⇡; see Fig. 6 for an illustration. Near eq this

replica coordinate has to be identified under ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡ q. We can now use the smoothness

of the covering space Mq,17 to infer that the local geometry near eq in the quotient M̂q has

be of the form18

ds2 = q2 dr2 + r2 d⌧2 + ds2transverse + ... (3.2) eq:lm1

We have left implicit here the transverse part of the geometry which we will describe in due

course. The main point to note is the explicit q dependence. Its presence implies that in order

for the metric to be smooth near r = 0, we must encounter some non-trivial backreaction;

one cannot simply identify ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡q in (3.1).

Exploiting the replica symmetry we can restrict our attention to a single fundamental

domain (or replica) of the Zq action in the bulk. Thence, the total action of the gravity

computation will be q times that of a single domain, viz.,

I[Mq] = q I[M̂q] (3.3) eq:lmI1

While the quotient space has a conical singularity with defect angle 2⇡
q , the covering space is

smooth; this observation will play a crucial role in setting up the boundary conditions.

The advantage of thinking about the orbifolded quotient space becomes manifest when

we think about computing the entanglement entropy which requires analytic continuation

from q 2 Z+ to q = 1. From the geometric perspective q is simply a parameter that tells

us the strength of the opening angle at the conical defect in M̂q. Working in the orbifolded

space, we simply analytically continue q by dialing the strength of the singularity. This the

16 For convenience we are going to use the same notation for the normal bundle coordinates in the bulk M
and the boundary B. This is natura; as the fixed point set e is the bulk extension of the entangling surface.

17 One might worry that the geometry is smooth in the bulk, but becomes singular as it approaches the

boundary due to the entangling surface. This singularity however can be dealt with by a suitable regularization

procedure. For example in some situations [7] we can use conformal mapping to send @A to infinity and use

a standard IR cut-o↵.
18 Strictly speaking the geometry has a fibration structure, whereby the normal bundle parameterized by the

(r, ⌧) coordinates is non-trivially fibred over the base. We have for simplicity dropped some of the o↵-diagonal

components in writing (3.2).
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✦ On-shell action we want is simply related

locus of orbifold singularities 

opening angle 

cosmic brane of tension
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symmetry implies that the action is invariant with respect to a global shift of the polar

coordinate in the normal plane ⌧ , viz., ⌧ ! ⌧ +2⇡; see Fig. 6 for an illustration. Near eq this

replica coordinate has to be identified under ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡ q. We can now use the smoothness

of the covering space Mq,17 to infer that the local geometry near eq in the quotient M̂q has

be of the form18

ds2 = q2 dr2 + r2 d⌧2 + ds2transverse + ... (3.2) eq:lm1

We have left implicit here the transverse part of the geometry which we will describe in due

course. The main point to note is the explicit q dependence. Its presence implies that in order

for the metric to be smooth near r = 0, we must encounter some non-trivial backreaction;

one cannot simply identify ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡q in (3.1).

Exploiting the replica symmetry we can restrict our attention to a single fundamental

domain (or replica) of the Zq action in the bulk. Thence, the total action of the gravity

computation will be q times that of a single domain, viz.,

I[Mq] = q I[M̂q] (3.3) eq:lmI1

While the quotient space has a conical singularity with defect angle 2⇡
q , the covering space is

smooth; this observation will play a crucial role in setting up the boundary conditions.

The advantage of thinking about the orbifolded quotient space becomes manifest when

we think about computing the entanglement entropy which requires analytic continuation

from q 2 Z+ to q = 1. From the geometric perspective q is simply a parameter that tells

us the strength of the opening angle at the conical defect in M̂q. Working in the orbifolded

space, we simply analytically continue q by dialing the strength of the singularity. This the

16 For convenience we are going to use the same notation for the normal bundle coordinates in the bulk M
and the boundary B. This is natura; as the fixed point set e is the bulk extension of the entangling surface.

17 One might worry that the geometry is smooth in the bulk, but becomes singular as it approaches the

boundary due to the entangling surface. This singularity however can be dealt with by a suitable regularization

procedure. For example in some situations [7] we can use conformal mapping to send @A to infinity and use

a standard IR cut-o↵.
18 Strictly speaking the geometry has a fibration structure, whereby the normal bundle parameterized by the

(r, ⌧) coordinates is non-trivially fibred over the base. We have for simplicity dropped some of the o↵-diagonal

components in writing (3.2).
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problem. We will work in a single fundamental domain of the quotient space M̂q, which

we have seen is topologically isomorphic to the original bulk spacetime M. However, these

two spacetimes have vastly di↵erent geometries owing to the boundary conditions. But this

di↵erence can be accounted for by the singular locus eq. This codimension-2 surface can be

treated as a source of energy-momentum which backreacts on the spacetime M to deform

it to M̂q. To ensure that the we have the correct geometry we must require appropriate

boundary conditions at the fixed point locus itself, for eq is not a generic singularity but one

that arises from a smooth spacetime Mq by an orbifold construction. The fact that we are

taking an orbifold of a (d + 1)-dimensional spacetime to get a codimension-2 singular locus

suggests that the singular locus should be treated as a cosmic brane which carries a tension

Tq =
1

4G(d+1)

N

q � 1

q
(5.1.5) eq:ctesion

where we have reinstated all the factors of Newton’s constant appropriate for a source of

energy density localized in a codimension-2 surface of the spacetime.

The claim then is that we can compute the geometry of M̂q and thence Mq by starting

with M with the codimension-2 cosmic brane with the above value of tension. We solve

Einstein’s equations (4.2.3) with Tmatter

AB arising from the cosmic brane tension. Having de-

termined the solution for M̂q we compute the on-shell action of this part of the spacetime

and exploit the locality of the gravitational action to infer that the action contribution of

Mq should be q times that of a single domain, viz.,

I[Mq] = q I[M̂q] (5.1.6) eq:lmI1

While the quotient space has a conical singularity with defect angle 2⇡
q , the covering space

Mq we re-emphasize is smooth; this observation will play a crucial role in setting up the

boundary conditions.

The advantage of the above manipulations become manifest when we have to consider

analytic continuation in q for purposes of computing entanglement entropy. In the gravita-

tional computation involving the cosmic brane the parameter q simply appears as the tension

of the brane. This suggests that we can compute Rényi entropies for non-integral values of

the index by suitably tuning the cosmic brane tension.

This line of thought brings with it a very helpful bonus. We can separate the deformation

of the geometry into two parts: tangential and normal to the cosmic brane. Let us adapt

coordinates to the cosmic brane, whose worldvolume we parameterize by coordinates yi with

i = 1, 2, · · · , d � 1. The normal directions will be coordinatized by {tE , x} since we are still

working in Euclidean space. In the local neighbourhood of the cosmic brane we can adapt

to Gaussian coordinates so that the metric can be written in the canonical form:

ds2

E
= dx2 + dt2

E

+
�
�ij + 2Kx

ij x+ 2Kt
ij tE

�
dyi dyj + · · · . (5.1.7) eq:lm0

✦ Subtleties arising from global topology…
Hartman, Haehl, Marolf, Maxfield, MR ‘14

While this serves to compute the Rényi entropies, in fact, we are interested in computing the

entanglement entropy, which is achieved by an analysis in the limit q ! 1+. The key point of

[6] is that the analytic continuation from integral q to the vicinity of q ⇠ 1 is much simpler

in the gravitational context. We now review this argument, splitting it into two convenient

parts: a purely kinematic piece and one that cares about the gravitational dynamics.

Kinematics: Let us first discuss the case q 2 Z+. For integer q, the boundary manifold Bq

is a q-fold branched cover over B (branched at @A). Per se this provides a clean boundary

condition for the gravity problem as described above. However, we can exploit that fact that

the partition function has a Zq symmetry of Bq that exchanges the di↵erent replicas. This is

a symmetry owing to the cyclicity of the trace in the definition of Rényi entropies.

Assuming as in [6] that this replica Zq symmetry extends to the bulk, we can take the

smooth bulk dual Mq and consider the quotient space M̂q = Mq/Zq. This quotient geometry

is not smooth and generically contains a codimension-2 fixed point locus of the Zq action.15

We will call this fixed point set of the bulk eq – it will be part of the kinematic data as

we build up an ansatz for construction. Apart from being invariant under the Zq symmetry

exchanging the replicas, eq is the natural extension of @A into the bulk.

A@A

r

⌧

B

eq

M̂q

Fig. 6: Illustration of the local geometry near the fixed point locus of the replica Zq symmetry action

on the boundary and the bulk. The region A terminates on the entangling surface @A, which

extends in M̂q into a fixed point locus eq. We use polar coordinates (r, ⌧) to parametrize sections

of the (Euclidean) normal bundle of this fixed point set. fig:bdycondq

15 There are some subtleties with this statement, for it is possible in certain situations that the fixed point

set has ‘wrong’ codimension; cf., [13] for a detailed discussion and examples. We will assume that we have a

family of replica symmetric geometries, parameterized by q, and smooth for q 2 Z+ which, as argued there, is

su�cient to avoid any exotic scenarios.
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LM: Dynamics

A@A

r

⌧

B

eq

M̂q

✦ Gravitational analytic continuation: dial the tension of cosmic brane! 

✦ Local analysis of eom in the vicinity of singular locus gives RT prescription.
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We have retained only the leading terms in the Taylor expansion about the surface located at

x = 0, t
E

= 0. To this order the Gaussian coordinate chart only sees the extrinsic curvature

of the codimension-2 surface embedded in spacetime. Working to higher orders one would

entail keeping track of the curvature contributions.

2. Dynamics: Having set-up the basic problem in the gravitational context, we now want

to figure out what configurations dominate and thence compute their on-shell action. To

enforce the boundary conditions in the gravitational solution, let us examine the metric close

to eq in polar coordinate x± i t
E

= r e±i ⌧ . The replica Zq symmetry implies that the action

is invariant with respect to a global shift of the polar coordinate in the normal plane ⌧ , viz.,

⌧ ! ⌧ + 2⇡. This feature is illustrated in Fig. ??. On the other hand as we approach eq
the coordinate ⌧ has to traverse through all the replica copies before reverting back to itself,

i.e., it should be identified under ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡ q. Using global smoothness of the saddle point

covering space geometry Mq we infer that the local spacetime near eq in the quotient M̂q

has be of the form2

ds2 =
�
q2 dr2 + r2 d⌧ 2

�
+
�
�ij + 2Kx

ij r
q cos ⌧ + 2Kt

ij r
q sin ⌧

�
dyi dyj + · · · , (5.1.8) eq:lm2

eliding over higher order terms again. We wish to draw attention to the explicit q dependence.

Its presence implies that in order for the metric to be smooth near r = 0, we must encounter

some non-trivial backreaction; one cannot simply identify ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡q in (5.1.7).3

Once we have an ansatz we should simply compute the field equations to discern when

they would be satisfied. Evaluating the curvatures for the geometry (5.1.8) we find divergent

contributions proportional to (q � 1) Ka

r where Ka ⌘ Ka
ij �

ij is the trace of the extrinsic

curvature. Examining potential higher order terms, one learns that none of these can help

compensate this contribution. The only way for the equation of motion to be satisfied by

the ansatz (5.1.8) is for the extrinsic geometry of eq to be determined; the set of admissible

codimension-2 surfaces are required to have vanishing trace of the extrinsic curvature in the

normal directions! Since we have a t ! �t symmetry, we have trivally Kt = 0 and one thus

derives the minimal surface condition of [9]:

lim
q!1

eq ! EA , EA 2 M with t = 0, Kx = 0 . (5.1.9) eq:lmrt

Should we consider higher derivative gravitational theories, the general analysis can be

carried through in a similar fashion as discussed in [71, 72]. What becomes clear is that the

local analysis su�ces to pin down the singular locus in the q ! 1 limit, but this does not in

all cases determine the functional which we minimize to obtain the surface.
2 This is heuristic as the geometry is a nontrivial fibration of the normal bundle parameterized by the

(r, ⌧) over the codimension-2 base.
3 One can understand the factors of r e±i⌧ by looking at which of the local mode solutions (rq ei ⌧ )±! and

(rq ei ⌧ )±i ! in the vicinity of r = 0 are admissible.
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x = 0, t
E

= 0. To this order the Gaussian coordinate chart only sees the extrinsic curvature

of the codimension-2 surface embedded in spacetime. Working to higher orders one would

entail keeping track of the curvature contributions.

2. Dynamics: Having set-up the basic problem in the gravitational context, we now want

to figure out what configurations dominate and thence compute their on-shell action. To

enforce the boundary conditions in the gravitational solution, let us examine the metric close

to eq in polar coordinate x± i t
E

= r e±i ⌧ . The replica Zq symmetry implies that the action

is invariant with respect to a global shift of the polar coordinate in the normal plane ⌧ , viz.,

⌧ ! ⌧ + 2⇡. This feature is illustrated in Fig. ??. On the other hand as we approach eq
the coordinate ⌧ has to traverse through all the replica copies before reverting back to itself,

i.e., it should be identified under ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡ q. Using global smoothness of the saddle point

covering space geometry Mq we infer that the local spacetime near eq in the quotient M̂q

has be of the form2

ds2 =
�
q2 dr2 + r2 d⌧ 2

�
+
�
�ij + 2Kx

ij r
q cos ⌧ + 2Kt

ij r
q sin ⌧

�
dyi dyj + · · · , (5.1.8) eq:lm2

eliding over higher order terms again. We wish to draw attention to the explicit q dependence.

Its presence implies that in order for the metric to be smooth near r = 0, we must encounter

some non-trivial backreaction; one cannot simply identify ⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡q in (5.1.7).3

Once we have an ansatz we should simply compute the field equations to discern when

they would be satisfied. Evaluating the curvatures for the geometry (5.1.8) we find divergent

contributions proportional to (q � 1) Ka

r where Ka ⌘ Ka
ij �

ij is the trace of the extrinsic

curvature. Examining potential higher order terms, one learns that none of these can help

compensate this contribution. The only way for the equation of motion to be satisfied by

the ansatz (5.1.8) is for the extrinsic geometry of eq to be determined; the set of admissible

codimension-2 surfaces are required to have vanishing trace of the extrinsic curvature in the

normal directions! Since we have a t ! �t symmetry, we have trivally Kt = 0 and one thus

derives the minimal surface condition of [9]:

lim
q!1

eq ! EA , EA 2 M with t = 0, Kx = 0 . (5.1.9) eq:lmrt

Should we consider higher derivative gravitational theories, the general analysis can be

carried through in a similar fashion as discussed in [71, 72]. What becomes clear is that the

local analysis su�ces to pin down the singular locus in the q ! 1 limit, but this does not in

all cases determine the functional which we minimize to obtain the surface.
2 This is heuristic as the geometry is a nontrivial fibration of the normal bundle parameterized by the

(r, ⌧) over the codimension-2 base.
3 One can understand the factors of r e±i⌧ by looking at which of the local mode solutions (rq ei ⌧ )±! and

(rq ei ⌧ )±i ! in the vicinity of r = 0 are admissible.
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Working in the local coordinates (5.1.8) in an open neighbourhood of eq, one finds K✏ =
1

q ✏ , and thus we get4

@qI[M̂q] =
Area(eq)

4 q2GN
(5.1.13) eq:renderq

which, as q ! 1 gives us the RT formula.

The orbifold picture allows us to analytically continue the on-shell action I[Mq] to non-

integer q. The physical interpretation of the (parent space) solution for non-integer q is

unclear, but these geometries are just an intermediate step to compute the action.

We should again note that in higher derivative theories the functionals derived in [71]

give us the geometric generalization of the area functional which computes the holographic

entanglement entropy. However, as remarked earlier it is not in all cases that it is these

functionals that themselves are to be extremized to compute the location of the surface EA.
This remains an open question to date.

5.2 Deriving the HRT prescription
sec:covgen

Thus far there isn’t a clear derivation of the covariant HRT prescription in the literature.

Various authors have attempted over the years to show that the prescription is consistent with

the general expectations in QFT. We will review some of these when we discuss properties

of the holographic entanglement entropy in §6. For now we will give a quick sketch of how

the one might prove the HRT prescription based on the unpublished work [73].

The key issue we have face up is that in genuine time-dependent circumstances, we cannot

invoke the trick of passing to a path integral over an Euclidean manifold.5 In the boundary

field theory we have already indicated in §2.3 the necessary changes one needs to incorporate

to the replica construction using the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral construction. We

evolve from the initial state up until the moment of interest, say t, and then retrace our

footsteps back to the far past. This forward-backward evolution induces a kink at the

Cauchy slice ⌃t ⌘ A [ Ac on the boundary B, as we only retain the part of the geometry to

its past J�[⌃t ].

The question then is how to extend this field theory construction in the holographic

context. A prescription for extending field theory Schwinger-Keldysh contours into the

bulk gravitational theory was developed in [77, 78]. The idea is to consider in the bulk an

analogous fold along some Cauchy slice ⌃̃t , with the proviso that the bulk evolution will

4 The variation of the metric (5.1.8) at eq is grr@qgrr

��
eq

= 2
q and vanishes for the other components.

5 In the absence of time-reflection symmetry, the analytic continuation of t ! i t
E

will lead to a complex

manifold. Moreover we cannot in general assume that we can analytically continue for we could involve

physical non-analytic time-dependent sources.
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3. The on-shell action: Remarkably, a local analysis around the fixed point serves to

determine the RT proposal involving minimal surfaces. The last thing we need to confirm

is that the value of the on-shell action is indeed given by the area formula (4.3.1). There

are many ways to do the computation, but one that is particularly useful is to employ an

argument based on the covariant phase space approach in gravitational theories [75]. In fact,

as originally explained in [70] and recently elaborated upon by [76] one can compute more

readily the derived quantity @qI[M̂q] for any value of q. This is desirable for one not only

obtains information about he entanglement entropy but also we do not have to set q = 1 in

the following discussion.

The main idea involves viewing the derivative with respect to q, @q, as a change of the

bulk solution (and its boundary conditions). Standard variational calculus says that any

variation of a classical action can be written as a combination of the equations of motion

and boundary terms (using integration by parts where necessary). In gravity this takes the

form:

�I[M̂q] =

Z

Mq

⇥
EAB�(gq)AB + d⇥((gq)AB, @q(gq)AB)

⇤
. (5.1.10) eq:var0

where the boundary terms have be collected into a pre-symplectic form ⇥. For a typical

variation that appears in a standard AdS/CFT calculation, this would evaluate to a term

at the asymptotic boundary @Mq = Bq. However, we wish to consider the variation of q,

which instead changes the boundary condition near the fixed point set eq. For the choice

�gAB = @qgAB the variation satisfies @q(gq)AB

��
Bq

= 0, @q(gq)AB

��
eq

6= 0. So we see that the

change engendered by the replica index variation is localized at the fixed point locus and has

no contribution from the asymptotic boundary of the spacetime. One may therefore write

@qI[M̂q] =

Z

eq(✏)

⇥((gq)AB, @q(gq)AB) (5.1.11) eq:var1

where we have chosen to regulate the result by blowing up the singular locus to a tubular

neighbourhood. In other words the fix point set eq which was at r = 0 is now being regulated

by a codimension-1 surface eq(✏) at r = ✏. We will obtain the correct answer when ✏ ! 0.

In the present case we won’t actually evaluate this integral (which can be done given

the symmetries), but will follow an equivalent route. In the presence of a boundary for the

variational calculus to be well-defined and give the correct equations of motion, we would

need to supply the correct boundary terms. While in our case the surface eq(✏) is not

really a physical boundary, one may for purposes of evaluation imagine it is and ascertain

the corresponding boundary terms. The advantage of this trick is that the on-shell action

will be given simply by evaluating these contributions. For Einstein-Hilbert gravitational

dynamics we evaluate the Gibbons-Hawking contribution from eq(✏)

@qI[M̂q] = �@qIbdy[M̂q] , �Ibdy[M̂q] =
1

8⇡GN

Z

eq(✏)

K✏ (5.1.12) eq:var2

where K✏ is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the codimension-1 surface eq(✏).

kinematic part of the analysis implies that we work in the q ! 1 limit, on a geometry with

a conical deficit of prescribed strength, with the same boundary conditions as the original

background geometry M.

Dynamics: Having set up the basic problem in the gravitational context, we now want

to figure out what configurations dominate and thence compute their on-shell action. For

simplicity we will consider Einstein-Hilbert gravity here; generalizations to other classical

gravitational theories follow along the lines of [23, 24].

To enforce the boundary conditions in the gravitational solution, we examine the metric

close to eq. Consider a wave equation in the local coordinates of (3.2). It is easy to see that it

admits four local mode solutions, viz., (rq ei ⌧ )±! and (rq ei ⌧ )±i! in the vicinity of r = 0. To

ascertain which of these is admissible and thus give explicit boundary conditions, we invoke

two facts. Firstly, the replica symmetry requires a 2⇡ periodicity for fields as functions of ⌧ ,

restricting us to purely oscillatory functions and thereby fixing ! 2 Z. Secondly, regularity

of the covering space implies that the fields have to admit an expansion in powers of rq e±i ⌧ ,

thus preventing fields from diverging at r = 0 for integer q. Combining these facts we learn

that rqe±i⌧ will be the generic behaviour of the metric near the origin.19

From the above discussion we then learn that the most general ansatz for the geometry

near e compatible with our boundary conditions is:20

ds2 =
�
q2dr2 + r2 d⌧2

�
+
�
�ij + 2 Kx

ij rq cos ⌧ + 2 Kt
ij rq sin ⌧

�
dyi dyj

+
h
rfq(q�1) � 1

i
�gµ⌫ dxµ dx⌫ + · · · , (3.4) eq:lm2

where fq is some analytic function of q that takes nonnegative even integer values when q

is a positive integer. [Added Xi’s suggestion] [excellent] This metric is smooth and Zq

symmetric for integer q. Evaluating the Ricci tensor for the geometry (3.4) near q = 1, we

find divergent contributions proportional to (q � 1) Ka

r where Ka ⌘ Ka
ij �ij is the trace of the

extrinsic curvature. This divergent contribution cannot be compensated by modifying other

components of the metric. We are thence led to conclude that the equations of motion give

us a constraint on the allowed eq. The allowed codimension-2 surfaces are required to have

vanishing trace of the extrinsic curvature in the normal directions. Since we have a t ! �t

symmetry, we have trivially Kt = 0. The constraint is equivalent to the minimal surface

condition of [1]:

lim
q!1

eq ! EA , EA 2 M with t = 0, Kx = 0 . (3.5) eq:lmrt

19 The astute reader may worry that as a consequence we will have some components of the curvature being

singular near r = 0 for q /2 Z. This, while true, turns out to be tamable – the singularities will be integrable

in a suitable sense, as we shall see.
20 Notation: Greek (lowercase) indices refer to the full spacetime, mid-alphabet lowercase Latin indices

i, j, · · · refer to the tangent space of the fixed point set eq, and early-alphabet lowercase Latin indices a, b, · · ·
refer to the normal bundle of eq.
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Lorentzian AdS/CFT

✦ To compute entanglement entropy from the bulk we need to figure out 
how to set up the bulk quantum gravity path integral. 

✦ Gravity dual of the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral contour?



Lorentzian AdS/CFT

✦ To compute entanglement entropy from the bulk we need to figure out 
how to set up the bulk quantum gravity path integral. 

✦ Gravity dual of the Schwinger-Keldysh path integral contour?

Skenderis, van Rees ‘08

✦ Assumption: The boundary Schwinger-Keldysh contour is piecewise 
extended into the bulk gravity theory.  

✦ If the global state admits a semiclassical dual, then each segment of the 
bulk path integral is dominated by the the corresponding geometry. 

✦ We have to respect the time ordering constraint in the bulk, which now has 
some extra redundancy…



A bulk redundancy

✦ A boundary time slice does not 
uniquely extend into the bulk. 

✦ The redundancy is captured by 
bulk Cauchy surfaces that are 
anchored on and spacelike to our 
boundary slice. 

✦ This ambiguity maps out a causal 
domain in the bulk, the FRW 
wedge.



The bulk ansatz

A Ac

RA

⌃̃t

RAc

@A

e

(b)(a)

✦ Prescription: Pick some bulk 
Cauchy slice      within the FRW 
wedge.  

✦ We will glue copies of the 
geometry past of       to obtain 
the dual of the SK contour. 

✦ The choice of       is irrelevant for 
computing time-ordered 
correlation  functions. 

✦ For entanglement entropy we will 
find that       is forced to contain 
the extremal surface.

⌃̃t

⌃̃t

⌃̃t

⌃̃t



Bulk density matrix elements

A Ac

RA

⌃̃t

@A

A

@A

RA

Ac

⌃̃t
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M

B B



Replicating the bulk
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Replicating the bulk
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M̂q = Mq/Zq

A Ac

RA

⌃̃t

@A

A

@A

RA

Ac

⌃̃t

identify



Kinematics for covariant construction

✦ Construct the boundary Schwinger-Keldysh contour which gives a suitably 
doubled spacetime    . 

✦ Filling in this contour with appropriate bulk pieces we have the bulk 
geometry which serves as the seed ansatz       for computing the reduced 
density matrix elements.  

✦ We string together copies of       sewing together successive segments 
cyclically to obtain the covering space        .  

✦ Gravitational dynamics is supposed to pin down        .  

✦ We again exploit the relative simplicity of the gravitational analytic 
continuation, by working in the quotient spacetime                           which  
now features a spacelike cosmic brane     . 

B

M

Mq

M

Mq

M̂q = Mq/Zq

eq



Local boundary conditions

A

⌃̃t

@A
e

⌧ ⇠ ⌧ + 2⇡i

B ✦ The q=1 geometry locally 
looks like Rindler spacetime 
with the entangling surface 
extended out into the bulk as 
a Rindler horizon. 

✦ The replica boundary 
conditions for        can 
equivalently be stated in 
terms of modulating this local  
structure; the Rindler 
temperature is lowered to      .

M̂q

2⇡

q



Gravitational dynamics

✦ Once we have the ansatz and the replica boundary conditions, all that 
remains is to solve the bulk equations of motion. Work in local coordinates 
adapted to the normal bundle of the singular locus:

this by extending the boundary contour into the bulk in the most straightforward manner:

gluing purely Lorentzian segments and imposing the proper boundary conditions. This is a

natural extension of [22] which we assume without further justification in what follows. [this

part is fine.]

[I made some changes below] One of the features of the Schwinger-Keldysh construction

is a redundancy built into the construction. This can be understood from the ability to imple-

ment field redefinitions in the doubled theory, cf., [29]. This allows certain deformations of the

contour which nevertheless end up giving the same physical answers for observables (includ-

ing the on-shell action). Readers may be familiar with a related statement in thermal field

theory, where there is a one-parameter family of Schwinger-Keldysh contours, characterized

by the two Lorentzian contours separated by a arbitrary Euclidean distance, with the proviso

that the total contour be periodic in imaginary time with period �. Though this argument

typically relies on analyticity of thermal correlators, we cannot rule out in general a deformed

contour in the bulk which computes the Rényi entropies of interest. These may perhaps have

additional Euclidean segments, but the general expectation is that these will also have the

same on-shell action as the configuration we favour with minimal Euclidean excursions (just

those necessary for a correct i✏ prescription). It would be interesting to examine this issue

further.

3.2.2 Dynamics: equations of motion and extremal surfaces
sec:dynL

In §3.2.1, we have used the kinematic data at hand to set up the problem. When all the

dust has settled, we have essentially reduced our attention to a fundamental domain M̂q

of the bulk under the replica Zq symmetry, namely a Schwinger-Keldysh double geometry

constructing the dual of the trace of the total density matrix Tr⇢(t) with a Zq symmetric

fixed point set, eq, localized on the Cauchy surface ⌃̃t . The remaining task at hand is to

employ the bulk equations of motion, see what they imply for eq, and compute the on-shell

action thereafter.

1. The extremality condition: We have described the boundary conditions that we need

to satisfy in §3.2.1. As in §3.1 it is useful to switch to Rindler-like coordinates {r, ⌧} for the

normal bundle of eq in the bulk. In the following discussion, we will focus on the forward

segment of the Schwinger-Keldysh contour (⌧ < 0).29 Analogous to (3.4) in §3.1, the metric

is constrained by the Zq symmetry, boundary conditions, and regularity for integer q to have

the following expansion in the vicinity of eq:

ds2 =
�
q2dr2 � r2 d⌧2

�
+
�
�ij + 2 Kx

ij rq cosh ⌧ + 2 Kt
ij rq sinh ⌧

�
dyi dyj

+
h
rfq (q�1) � 1

i
�gµ⌫ dxµ dx⌫ + · · · (3.11) eq:lmL

where we denote the coe�cients of the rq terms as Ka
ij because in the q ! 1 limit they give

the extrinsic curvature.
29Since the analysis is local below ⌃̃t , we do not need to worry about the kink. [Commented discussion,

remove if agree]
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✦ Bulk equations of motion then fix the geometry of the singular locus. To 
leading order in q-1 we fix the geometry. In Einstein-Hilbert theory this gives 
the extremal surface condition

With this ansatz for the geometry, we can now analyze the consequences of the equa-

tions of motion. This is in fact quite easy, since the local geometry resembles the Euclidean

discussion. We have a deviation away from flat space (in Rindler coordinates) owing to an

instantonic brane source with tension set by q. The gravitational equations of motion away

from eq however do not care for this.

Indeed, evaluating the terms in the equations of motion for Einstein-Hilbert dynamics in

the bulk, we find potentially divergent terms proportional to [I just put indices]

EOMa / q � 1

r
Ka + regulara (3.12) eq:eomL

for small q � 1 [Removed �g in previous equation]. Basically, the presence of

the extrinsic curvature terms in (3.11) leads to potentially singular behaviour of the Ricci

tensor in the neighbourhood of r = 0. These cannot be compensated for by any correction

to the metric that respects the Zq symmetry and boundary conditions. One then learns

that the trace of the extrinsic curvature in each of the normal directions must vanish, i.e.,

Kt = Kx = 0. While this statement refers to the trace in the timelike (Kt) and spacelike

(Kx) directions respectively, we can by taking suitable linear combinations express this in

terms of the null expansions which are more natural for codimension-2 spacelike surfaces

in Lorentzian manifolds. Defining x± = 1p
2

�
x0 ± x1

�
we thus have the extremal surface

condition postulated in [3], viz.,30

Ka = 0 =) ✓± =
1p
2

�
K0 ± K1

�
= 0 ,

=) lim
q!1

eq = EA , EA 2 M is extremal.
(3.13) eq:extremalEom

Having ascertained the dynamical constraint on eq in the limit q ! 1, let us return to our

earlier discussion. We originally argued in §3.2.1 that eq should, by virtue of the replica

symmetry assumption, lie on the Cauchy surface ⌃̃t which we pick to construct the density

matrix ⇢(t) for the entire system. As indicated in that context, the choice of ⌃̃t is restricted

by the fact that it be spacelike to ⌃t and @⌃̃t = ⌃t , but is otherwise unconstrained. However,

the dynamics indicates that not all such ⌃̃t would be acceptable in semiclassical saddle point

solutions to the gravitational path integral. While an arbitrary ⌃̃t in the FRW wedge of

the boundary Cauchy surface may be used a priori to construct Tr⇢(t), the semiclassical

saddle point of the Lorentzian path integral for Tr(⇢Aq) (near q ⇠ 1) only chooses those that

pass through the extremal surface, see Fig. 2. More pertinently, we conclude that Tr(⇢Aq)

can be constructed by the Lorentzian prescription provided EA ⇢ ⌃̃t . This restriction does

not originate from the general Schwinger-Keldysh construction, but rather is specific to the

process of tracing out the degrees of freedom in Ac. More explicitly, it originates from the

fact that we are e↵ectively introducing a singularity along eq.

30 Note here that K

0
ij is the component of the extrinsic curvature in the timelike normal direction to a

codimension-2 surface (likewise K

1
ij is the corresponding spacelike component) and should not be confused

with the extrinsic curvature for ⌃̃t (which has a timelike normal), for which we use the symbol K when

necessary.
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With this ansatz for the geometry, we can now analyze the consequences of the equa-
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the extrinsic curvature terms in (3.11) leads to potentially singular behaviour of the Ricci

tensor in the neighbourhood of r = 0. These cannot be compensated for by any correction
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that the trace of the extrinsic curvature in each of the normal directions must vanish, i.e.,

Kt = Kx = 0. While this statement refers to the trace in the timelike (Kt) and spacelike

(Kx) directions respectively, we can by taking suitable linear combinations express this in

terms of the null expansions which are more natural for codimension-2 spacelike surfaces

in Lorentzian manifolds. Defining x± = 1p
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we thus have the extremal surface
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eq = EA , EA 2 M is extremal.
(3.13) eq:extremalEom

Having ascertained the dynamical constraint on eq in the limit q ! 1, let us return to our

earlier discussion. We originally argued in §3.2.1 that eq should, by virtue of the replica

symmetry assumption, lie on the Cauchy surface ⌃̃t which we pick to construct the density

matrix ⇢(t) for the entire system. As indicated in that context, the choice of ⌃̃t is restricted

by the fact that it be spacelike to ⌃t and @⌃̃t = ⌃t , but is otherwise unconstrained. However,

the dynamics indicates that not all such ⌃̃t would be acceptable in semiclassical saddle point

solutions to the gravitational path integral. While an arbitrary ⌃̃t in the FRW wedge of

the boundary Cauchy surface may be used a priori to construct Tr⇢(t), the semiclassical

saddle point of the Lorentzian path integral for Tr(⇢Aq) (near q ⇠ 1) only chooses those that

pass through the extremal surface, see Fig. 2. More pertinently, we conclude that Tr(⇢Aq)

can be constructed by the Lorentzian prescription provided EA ⇢ ⌃̃t . This restriction does

not originate from the general Schwinger-Keldysh construction, but rather is specific to the

process of tracing out the degrees of freedom in Ac. More explicitly, it originates from the

fact that we are e↵ectively introducing a singularity along eq.

30 Note here that K

0
ij is the component of the extrinsic curvature in the timelike normal direction to a

codimension-2 surface (likewise K

1
ij is the corresponding spacelike component) and should not be confused

with the extrinsic curvature for ⌃̃t (which has a timelike normal), for which we use the symbol K when

necessary.
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The on-shell gravitational action

✦ Since the singular locus is a spacelike source, it influences the geometry 
along the past light cones. This complicates the analysis of the on-shell 
action, which requires a suitable regulating procedure. 

✦ The non-trivial part is to argue that the Renyi entropies work out correctly; 
the limit             turns out to be simpler. In any event we can show that q 7! 1

Farhi, Guth, Guven ’90, Neiman ’12, ‘13

S̃q = �i @qI[M̂q] = � i

8⇡GN
@q

ˆ
eq(✏)

K✏ =
Area(eq)

4q2GN



Comments…

✦The construction builds in the homology constraint. 

✦The bulk Cauchy surface we pick is forced to admit the extremal surface. 

✦The construction explicitly ensures that the proposal satisfies boundary 
causality; the extremal surface lies in the causal shadow of the boundary 
region’s domain of dependence . 

✦ In spirit the construction has elements of the maximin reformulation of the 
HRT prescription.  

✴Pick a bulk slice and find a minimal surface on the slice. 

✴Maximize the area of the surface across all bulk slices in the FRW wedge.

Wall’ 12; Headrick, Hubeny, Lawrence, MR ‘14

Wall’ 12



Open Questions

✦A cleaner derivation of the bulk dual to the Schwinger-Keldysh 
prescription?   

✦Can we put the topological symmetries inherent in Schwinger-Keldysh to 
use efficiently for this purpose? Haehl, Loganayagam, MR ’15

✦Can we rule out the occurrence of complex saddle points?
Fischetti, Marolf + Wall ’14; Maxfield ‘14

✦Should they be relevant, how does one reconcile their presence with 
causality restrictions?


